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ABSTRACT
Objective To clarify prognostic factors for idiopathic inflammatory myopathy (IIM)-associated interstitial lung disease (ILD).

Design Systematic review and meta-analysis using the Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation system.

Data sources Medline, EMBASE and Science Citation Index Expanded were searched through 9 August 2018.

Eligibility criteria for selecting studies The review includes primary studies addressing all-cause mortality of IIM-associated ILD. Potential prognostic factors were any clinical information related to the outcome.

Data extraction and synthesis Two reviewers extracted relevant data independently and assessed risk of bias using the Quality in Prognostic Studies tool. Meta-analysis was conducted using a random effects model and if inappropriate the results were reported qualitatively. Prognostic factors were determined based on statistically significant results derived from multivariate analysis.

Results Of a total of 5892 articles returned, 32 were deemed eligible for analysis and cumulatively, these studies reported 28 potential prognostic factors for all-cause mortality. Each study was subject to certain methodological constraints. The four prognostic factors, which demonstrated statistically significant results on both univariate and multivariate analyses, were as follows: age (MD 5.90, 3.17–8.63/HR 1.06, 1.02–1.10 and 2.31, 1.06–5.06), acute/subacute interstitial pneumonia (A/SIP) (OR 4.85, 2.81–8.37/HR 4.23, 1.69–12.09 and 5.17, 1.06–5.06), percentage of predicted forced vital capacity (%FVC) (OR 0.96, 0.95–0.98/HR 0.96, 0.93–0.99) and anti-Jo-1 antibody (OR 0.35, 0.18–0.71/HR 0.004, 0.00003–0.54) (univariate/multivariate, 95% CI). Other prognostic factors included ground glass opacity/attenuation (GGO/GGA) and extent of radiological abnormality. The quality of the presented evidence was rated as either low or very low.

Conclusions Older age, A/SIP, lower value of %FVC, GGO/GGA and extent of radiological abnormality were demonstrated to predict poor prognosis for IIM-associated ILD while a positive test for anti-Jo-1 antibody indicated better prognosis. However, given the weak evidence they should be interpreted with caution.

Trial registration number CRD42016036999.

Strengths and limitations of this study
► This systematic review and meta-analysis included primary research of multiple types to enable analysis of a larger cohort of patients with idiopathic inflammatory myopathy-associated interstitial lung disease that has previously been difficult in a single study due to disease rarity.
► Due to the heterogeneity between studies and the potential risk of bias in the reviewed articles, the interpretation and application of these findings is potentially constrained.
► Determination of prognostic factors may have been affected by a small number of studies that conducted multivariate analysis.

BACKGROUND
Polymyositis, dermatomyositis, clinically amyopathic dermatomyositis (CADM) and antisynthetase syndrome (ASS) are all categorised into idiopathic inflammatory myopathy (IIM).1 Irrespective of their diverse clinical manifestations, they are regarded as being in the same disease spectrum. These diseases are characterised by inflammatory myositis, unique cutaneous findings or the presence of anti-aminoacyl-transfer RNA synthetase (ARS) antibody in the blood.2 Interstitial lung disease (ILD) is another well-recognised complication of IIM and worsens the prognosis of the disease.3 However, there is substantial variation in the progression of disease among patients with IIM-associated ILD.4 Although some studies report potential prognostic factors for IIM-associated ILD, all studies had a small sample size, thus prognostic factors seem to be disparate and anecdotal.5 Due to the rarity of the disease, it is likely that a large cohort study to address this clinical question is not feasible. Therefore, this systematic review and meta-analysis was designed to clarify prognostic factors for IIM-associated ILD, with the view of guiding...
all parties concerned with this complicated spectrum of diseases. This study was registered at PROSPERO (CRD42016036999).

METHODS
This review was conducted and reported according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses6 and the Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology statement.7 The methods underpinning this review are only briefly described as it has been covered in-depth in a separate protocol paper.8 Some revisions and additions were necessary after project commencement. The requirement of follow-up periods of at least 6 months was removed to include some patients who demonstrate a drastic course. Therapeutic intervention was excluded from potential prognostic factors as the effect of treatment on prognosis will be confounded by a number of factors and difficult to be accurately evaluated in prognostic studies. In addition, potential prognostic factors were defined as the ones reported in at least five studies as it would enhance the applicability of the findings. Finally, the outcome was focused on all-cause mortality considering its most clinical relevance.

Eligibility
Journal articles and reports of other types examining ILD associated with polymyositis, dermatomyositis, CADM and ASS at adult onset (>16 years of age) were included in this systematic review and meta-analysis. Polymyositis, dermatomyositis and CADM were diagnosed based on the criteria set out by Bohan and Peter9 10 and Sontheimer.11 However, we removed the requirement set out by those researchers necessitating at least 6 months’ patient follow-up. This decision was made to capture all potential patients, including those who may have died over a short period of time.12 ASS was included if a complication of ILD was noted in addition to a positive test for anti-ARS antibody and involvement of another organ, such as myopathies and unique cutaneous manifestations. The diagnosis of ILD was made based on physical exams, pulmonary function tests and radiological abnormalities. Juvenile myositis and overlap myositis were excluded from the review. Potential prognostic factors included any clinical information related to the outcome of interest. However, therapeutic intervention was excluded and we only focused on factors reported in at least five studies. The primary outcome of interest was all-cause mortality. Studies eligible for review included primary studies of any type (excluding case reports or case series), presented as full texts written in English. Conference proceedings and reports only showing abstracts were excluded.

Search of studies
Two reviewers (HK and OMP) independently searched the electronic databases of Medline (Ovid) (from inception through October 2016), EMBASE (Ovid) (from inception through October 2016), Science Citation Index Expanded (Web of Science) (from inception through December 2016) and Google Scholar (18 December 2016). The search was further updated on 9 August 2018. Subject headings and text words relating to study populations formed a string of search terms. These included terms such as polymyositis, dermatomyositis and interstitial lung disease and their synonyms combined with the methodology filter of ‘prognosis’, which was modified according to each database (online supplementary e-Appendix). Reference lists from eligible studies and relevant review articles were also hand-searched and experts were contacted for additional reports.

Selection of studies and data extraction
Two reviewers (HK and OMP) independently selected eligible studies examining titles and abstracts of all the retrieved articles, referring to their full texts if needed. Data were extracted by the same reviewers based on a predefined data extraction form. This form included first author name, year of publication, study location, study design, length of follow-up, pattern of ILD, study population, and demographic characteristics of participants, presence of autoantibodies, clinical outcomes, potential prognostic factors, methods of statistical analysis, summary statistics and items associated with risk of bias. Both unadjusted and adjusted results were drawn and adjusted factors were also extracted if available. Any disagreement between the reviewers on the articles to be included was resolved through discussion. If the same clinical information was mentioned in five or more studies, we assumed clinical relevance.

Assessment of risk of bias
Risk of bias in individual studies was assessed using the Quality in Prognostic Studies tool.13 This tool consists of six domains, which culminate to evaluate an overall risk of bias. Based on this tool, risk of bias is rated as either high, moderate or low. A study satisfying low risk of bias in all six domains was designated as a study with an overall low risk of bias.

Measurement of the association
Measuring the strength of association of predefined outcomes with potential prognostic factors was determined using odds ratios (ORs), risk ratios (RRs) and hazard ratios (HRs). The mean difference (MD) or the standardised MD was considered an appropriate measure when potential prognostic factors were continuous variables. If certain prognostic factors were reported in multiple studies from the same research group, the result with the largest sample size was prioritised in the analysis. This meant that other studies by that group might still be included because potential prognostic factors reported were diverse between studies even if they were conducted by the same research group.

Data synthesis
The effect of each potential prognostic factor was combined if it could be summarised with the same
RESULTS

Search strategy
A total of 5892 articles were identified using four separate electronic databases. After excluding 1115 duplicates from these, 1226 were removed as they did not relate to the topic of interest. A further 3040 were removed due to ineligible study type. From the remaining studies, 402 did not meet the inclusion criteria. Of the remaining 109 articles, which were obtained as full texts, 77 met the eligibility criteria for inclusion. No additional reports were identified from other potential sources (online supplementary e-Figure 1).

Potential prognostic factors
A total of 28 potential prognostic factors were identified for all-cause mortality from 32 of the 77 total eligible studies (online supplementary e-Table 1). The remaining 45 studies were excluded for further analysis as they did not identify potential prognostic factors that featured in five or more studies.

Overview of included studies
A total of 30 of the 32 studies were conducted in Asia. The majority of studies took place in Japan (22/32), followed by China (6/32) and Korea (2/32). The remaining two studies were conducted in the USA and Mexico, respectively. Twenty-one studies and one study used a retrospective and a prospective cohort study design, respectively, with the remaining using a case–control design. Twenty-five studies had a sample size of ≤50 people, four had 51–100 people and three had >100 people (online supplementary e-Table 2). Considering the largest sample size among multiple studies conducted by the same research group (Hozumi et al., Enomoto et al., Hozumi et al., Fujisawa et al., Gono et al., Li et al., Zou et al. and Ye et al.), a total of 962 participants were included in the analysis of potential prognostic factors for all-cause mortality (online supplementary e-Table 2).

Risk of bias
In many studies the process of selecting participants was unclear. As a result, their risk of bias was high. Furthermore, the rate of attrition in most cohort studies was not explicitly stated, which could have further biased results. There was high risk of bias for the categories of confounding, statistical analysis and reporting in all studies. This was judged on the basis that many potential confounders were not addressed and insufficient detail was provided when describing the models used for analysis. Consequently, all studies were noted to have some methodological flaw (online supplementary e-Table 3).

Statistical analysis
The effects of all 28 potential prognostic factors for all-cause mortality were reported by univariate analysis. Multivariate analysis was conducted for 22 potential prognostic factors. Only one potential prognostic factor was pooled for multivariate analysis, while the results of

Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity was assessed by Cochran’s Q statistics and the I². Statistical significance was set at p value ≤0.1 with the magnitude of heterogeneity subdivided into four categories. These categories were designated as: not important (0%–30%), moderate (30%–50%), substantial (50%–70%) and considerable (70%–100%). If heterogeneity between studies was suspected, subgroup analysis was to be conducted. Subgroup analysis was centred on the potential causes of heterogeneity between studies. Suspected causes of heterogeneity included: varying classifications of disease and different types of ILD under observation. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis was to be conducted on studies deemed to have low risk of bias.

Metabiases
Small study bias such as publication bias was evaluated using Egger’s test and depicted using a funnel plot to demonstrate asymmetry. They were only conducted on meta-analyses featuring 10 or more studies. Statistical significance for asymmetry was set at p value ≤0.1.

Determining prognostic factors
If a potential prognostic factor demonstrated a statistically significant result in univariate analysis using pooled data in the meta-analysis and for non-pooled data the effect was in the same direction in the majority of the studies (≥75%), it was deemed to be a prognostic factor. The result of multivariate analysis was interpreted in the same way. A final decision of determining prognostic factors was made based on both significant and consistent results of multivariate analysis in the majority of the studies (≥75%).

Evaluating the presented evidence
The Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system was applied to evaluate the evidence of identified prognostic factors.

Patient and public involvement
There was no patient and public involvement in the whole process of conducting this research.

Patient and public involvement
meta-analyses featuring 10 or more studies. Statistical demonstrate asymmetry. They were only conducted on using Egger’s test and depicted using a funnel plot to Small study bias such as publication bias was evaluated Metabiases conducted on studies deemed to have low risk of bias. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis was to be conducted. Subgroup analysis was centred on the I². Statistical significance was set at p value ≥75%).

The result of multivariate analysis was interpreted in the same way. A final decision of determining prognostic factors.18 statistically significant result in univariate analysis using pooled data in the meta-analysis and for non-pooled data the effect was in the same direction in the majority of the studies (≥75%), it was deemed to be a prognostic factor. The result of multivariate analysis was interpreted in the same way. A final decision of determining prognostic factors was made based on both significant and consistent results of multivariate analysis in the majority of the studies (≥75%).

The effects of all 28 potential prognostic factors for all-cause mortality were reported by univariate analysis. Multivariate analysis was conducted for 22 potential prognostic factors. Only one potential prognostic factor was pooled for multivariate analysis, while the results of
Univariate analysis

The result of univariate analysis identified 13 potential prognostic factors that were statistically significant for pooled data in the meta-analysis, and for non-pooled studies the effect was in the same direction in the majority of the studies. These potential prognostic factors included age, dermatomyositis, A/SIP, fever, percentage of predicted forced vital capacity (%FVC), reticular opacity, anti-Jo-1 antibody, anti-melanoma differentiation antigen 5 antibody (anti-MDA5 antibody), ferritin, alveolar-arterial oxygen difference (A-aDO2), arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2), C-reactive protein (CRP) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) (online supplementary e-Table 4, figures 1–4 and online supplementary e-Figures 2–5).

Multivariate analysis and identifying prognostic factors

Among the 13 factors identified through univariate analysis, multivariate result was not available for reticular opacity. In addition, dermatomyositis, A-aDO2, PaO2 and AST were statistically non-significant on multivariate analyses although they were all based on the result of a single study. The results of multivariate analysis for anti-MDA5 antibody, fever and CRP were reported in a few studies and only one study demonstrated a significant result for all these factors. The combined result of multivariate analyses for ferritin was also statistically non-significant (online supplementary e-Table 5 and e-Figure 6). The remaining four potential prognostic factors were all significant on multivariate analyses and thus considered to satisfy the criteria for legitimate prognostic factors although they were based on the result of one or two studies. Similarly significant were the other two factors...
(ground glass opacity/attenuation (GGO/GGA) and extent of abnormality on high resolution CT (HRCT)) (online supplementary e-Table 5) although by univariate analysis GGO/GGA demonstrated a non-significant combined effect (online supplementary e-Figure 7) while extent of abnormality showed inconsistent point estimates between studies (online supplementary e-Table 4).

The remaining 13 potential prognostic factors had non-significant results by meta-analysis and where data were not combined, these factors demonstrated inconsistent results between studies through univariate analysis. The result of multivariate analyses was unavailable or non-significant for all these factors. Therefore, these potential prognostic factors were considered less likely to be associated with all-cause mortality (online supplementary e-Tables 4 and 5 and e-Figures 8–19).

In summary, six prognostic factors were identified, of which four (age, A/SIP, %FVC and anti-Jo-1 antibody) met the criteria for both univariate and multivariate analysis. The remaining two factors (GGO/GGA and extent of abnormality) were identified based solely on the result of multivariate analysis. However, multivariate results for all these prognostic factors were derived from only one or two studies (online supplementary e-Table 5).

### Effect of prognostic factors

Based on the results of univariate analysis, non-survivors were significantly older than survivors with a MD of 5.90 (95% CI 3.17 to 8.63) (figure 1). Of the remaining five studies excluded from meta-analysis, four also revealed a similar trend. A multivariate analysis reported by two studies demonstrated a significant result with HRs of 1.06 (95% CI 1.02 to 1.10) and 2.31 (95% CI 1.06 to 5.06), respectively (online supplementary e-Table 5).

Univariate analysis determined that A/SIP was significantly associated with all-cause mortality when compared with chronic IP with an OR of 4.85 (95% CI 2.81 to 8.37) (figure 2). Although the 95% PI ranging from 0.80 to 29.40 suggested an inconclusive association, two studies which conducted a multivariate analysis examining A/SIP reported a significant result with HRs of 4.23 (95% CI 1.69 to 12.09) and 5.17 (95% CI 1.94 to 13.49), respectively (online supplementary e-Table 5).

Univariate analysis determined that %FVC was significantly associated with all-cause mortality, with an OR of 0.96 (95% CI 0.95 to 0.98) (figure 3). The 95% PI ranging from 0.92 to 0.99 also supported this significant result. Similarly, a multivariate analysis reported by one study also demonstrated a significant association with a HR of 0.35 (95% CI 0.18 to 0.71, p=0.003). There was no heterogeneity ($\chi^2=2.42$, p=0.04).
Anti-Jo-1 antibody was shown to be protective against all-cause mortality through univariate analysis, with an OR of 0.35 (95% CI 0.18 to 0.71) (figure 4). One study using multivariate analysis demonstrated a significant protective effect for anti-Jo-1 antibody, with a HR of 0.004 (95% CI 0.0003 to 0.54) (online supplementary e-Table 5).

A positive GGO/GGA on HRCT was not significantly associated with all-cause mortality with an OR of 1.51 (95% CI 0.88 to 2.60) shown by pooled data of univariate analysis (online supplementary e-Figure 6). However, one study excluded from meta-analysis reported a significant result for GGO/GGA, with a HR of 5.87 (95% CI 1.43 to 24.01). In contrast, a multivariate analysis reported by another study demonstrated a significant result with a HR of 7.68 (95% CI 1.37 to 43.03) (online supplementary e-Table 5).

The result of extent of abnormality on HRCT was inconsistent between studies, as shown by univariate analysis. Two studies demonstrated a significant association of extent of abnormality with all-cause mortality (HR 1.15 (95% CI 1.05 to 1.27) and MD 8.49 (95% CI 2.72 to 14.26), respectively) whereas the other two studies reported non-significant point estimates in the opposite direction (HR 0.99 (95% CI 0.95 to 1.02) and median 231.4% vs 247.8%, respectively) (online supplementary e-Table 4). In contrast, a multivariate analysis reported by one study demonstrated a significant result with a HR of 1.13 (95% CI 1.01 to 1.28) (online supplementary e-Table 5).

Additional analyses
Subgroup analysis was not undertaken due to the limited availability of demographic descriptions in the included studies. Additionally, due to the poor bias rating in most of the included studies, sensitivity analysis was deemed superfluous. Small study bias was evaluated for the analysis of sex and A/SIP as only these two factors were reported in at least 10 studies. A funnel plot was symmetrical and Egger’s test demonstrated non-significant results for both factors (p=0.34 and 0.31, respectively) (online supplementary e-Figures 20 and 21), which indicated that there was no apparent small study bias.

Quality of evidence
The GRADE system rated the quality of evidence for identified prognostic factors as either low or very low (online supplementary e-Table 6).

DISCUSSION
We demonstrated that age, A/SIP, %FVC, anti-Jo-1 antibody, GGO/GGA and extent of abnormality on HRCT were associated with a prognosis for IIM-associated ILD. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic review and meta-analysis addressing prognostic factors of this disease group. Due to the difficulty in conducting large-scale research for this rare disease, this review is the foremost evidence assessing this area of research. This review retrieved and investigated all clinical information relevant and commonly used in clinical practice for the assessment of IIM-associated ILD. As the review was previously reported and registered as a protocol paper, its methodology is sound.

All prognostic factors identified in this review seem to have important clinical implications. One of the greatest factors affecting the prognosis of this disease is age. This generally occurs as ageing reduces tolerance to disease and often leads to disease comorbidty. For example, hypertension is a common disease for elderly people. If a patient with IIM-associated ILD also suffers from heart failure or chronic kidney disease caused by hypertension, treatment will be more challenging and all-cause mortality will eventually increase. Both %FVC (indicating the capacity of pulmonary function) and extent of abnormality on HRCT reflect the damage that this disease causes to lung parenchyma. Additionally, the radiological finding of GGO/GGA may imply resistance to treatment of the disease. Autoantibodies such as anti-Jo-1 antibody and anti-MDA5 antibody are noted as important factors that define certain disease phenotype across the spectrum of these conditions. Anti-Jo-1 antibody may be associated with chronic IP, while anti-MDA5 antibody is more likely associated with onset of acute IP, which may lead to a difference in prognosis for the disease. Although anti-MDA5 antibody was noted to be statistically significant using pooled data through univariate analysis, only one study demonstrated a significant result on multivariate analysis, which was also true for fever and CRP. Similarly, other factors such as dermatomyositis, ferritin, A-aDO2 and PaO2 demonstrated statistically non-significant results through multivariate analysis although they were all significant under univariate analysis. However, some of these factors may still be related to all-cause mortality, particularly the presence of anti-MDA5 antibody may possibly predict the development of rapidly progressive and intractable ILD, which can also cause fever and elevated value of CRP as a consequence of extensive pulmonary inflammation. It should be noted that the results of multivariate analysis were primarily based on only one or two studies, which attenuates the strength of some of the presented evidence. As a result, the interpretation of these findings warrants attention and should be confirmed by future studies.

There is also another point that may affect the findings of this review. It has been shown that anti-ARS antibody and anti-MDA5 antibody strongly predict a complication of ILD. The key difference between the two antibodies is that anti-ARS antibody can be identified in overlap myositis, while anti-MDA5 antibody is specific to CADM or dermatomyositis. It was observed that anti-MDA5 antibody is more frequently reported for Japanese patients. By excluding components of other connective tissue diseases, this review may have contained...
an unbalanced selection of Japanese studies with a focus on anti-MDA5 antibody. Consequently, the findings of this review may be strongly influenced by clinical features of Japanese patients, who often present with a fatal form of ILD.23 35 38 It has been observed that more severe forms of ILD are closely associated with anti-MDA5 antibody,23 35 38 with other evidence suggesting a strong environmental and genetic link as likely causes.56 57 Contrary to most studies, one study in a Western population reported anti-MDA5 antibody in a different clinical manifestation of the disease.58 Due to these discrepancies, the presented evidence may not be applicable outside of an Asian population. Further investigation is needed to clarify this issue.

Although this review identified the key prognostic factors for IIM-associated ILD, we acknowledge that clinicians are likely more interested in the clinical impact of each prognostic factor rather than their enumeration. However, this study was not intended to rank prognostic factors or suggest which are more important in the clinical setting. Our findings were simply based on the summary results of different studies, with diverse statistics used to estimate the effect size of each prognostic factor. As a result, it was considered inappropriate to compare the impact of each prognostic factor identified in this review. Furthermore, the results of continuous data such as age and %FVC seem to lack profound clinical implications and may be regarded as less meaningful as it is difficult for clinicians to apply these findings in a practical setting. However, this was caused by the constraints of the data and handling continuous variables as such is also noted to be an appropriate statistical approach.59

This review, while comprehensive in its approach, has some methodological shortcomings. First, all evidence obtained for this review was rated as either low or very low quality by the GRADE system.18 This was typically a result of the phase of included studies as prognostic research, inherent methodological limitations of each study and publication bias. As this review was designated as a phase 1 study, the level of evidence started at moderate and was downgraded to low due to publication bias (a common feature in prognostic research). Additionally, all prognostic factors are subject to limitation as all included studies had some risk of bias. This may be a result of the small size of the included studies or the interconnectedness of a small number of research groups/medical institutions. Second, we selected polymyositis, dermatomyositis, CADM and ASS to represent all patients with IIM-associated ILD. This amalgamation of diseases may have contributed to the observed heterogeneity between studies. Although we planned to conduct subgroup analysis to identify potential sources of heterogeneity, it was difficult due to the limited availability of data to make a stratification with common demographic characteristics. Consequently, it is unclear whether all prognostic factors identified in this review will universally affect the prognosis of all disease subsets across this disease spectrum. Lastly, we decided to focus on potential prognostic factors reported in five or more studies. Our submitted protocol paper omitted this detail.8 Specifying this criterion may have helped identify those prognostic factors most commonly used in clinical practice and will thus improve the applicability of our findings. The decision to include patients with less than 6 months’ follow-up may have also benefitted the reporting of prognostic factors for all subsets of this disease. Regardless of these limitations we believe this systematic review and meta-analysis can be used as a valuable guide to IIM-associated ILD. However, the review needs to be updated with additional future reports and address other potential prognostic factors and outcomes, which were not put forward in this research.

CONCLUSIONS

Key prognostic factors for IIM-associated ILD were identified from the available literature. Older age, A/SIP, lower value of %FVC, and GGO/GGA and extent of abnormality on HRCT were demonstrated to predict poor prognosis while the presence of anti-Jo-1 antibody indicated better prognosis for the disease. However, interpreting and applying these findings must be considered in light of poor quality of evidence, in particular the methodological shortcomings representing the studies constituting this review.
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